How to publish Open Access at Eindhoven University of Technology

Choose your journal

Are open access costs covered by a deal between the university and the publisher?
Check the journal browser to find out.
- yes
- no

Are you eligible?
Check the Open Access Coach to find out.
- yes
- no

Submit using your TU/e affiliation and email address.

Choose your journal

Is your journal a full open access journal?
1. Check the journal website, it often states whether it is an OA journal.
2. Check the Directory of Open Access Journals. If your journal is listed there, it is an open access journal.
3. Or check the Plan S journal checker for Plan S compliant OA journals.

Does your journal offer hybrid open access publishing?
1. Check the journal website, if often states whether it offers open access publishing for individual articles.
2. Contact the TU/e Open Access helpdesk.

Does your journal charge Open Access Publishing costs (APC)?
- yes
- no

License and copyright:
Publications funded by NWO calls published after 1.1.2021 or EU Horizon Europe:
Choose the CC BY 4.0 license and do not transfer your copyright. When in doubt, contact the TU/e Open Access Helpdesk.

Any other funding: no specific further requirements.

How to pay?
1. Check the publication budget of your grant
2. Do you have another source of publication funding
3. If no funding available, submit to another journal.

No specific action needed.

Funding from EU H2020:
Publish green Open Access if the embargo is 6 months or less, make use of the Taverne amendment to copyright law or pay APC from your grant.

Funding from NWO calls published after 1.1.2021 or EU Horizon Europe:
Check your green options in the Plan S journal checker or use Rights Retention Strategy.

Funding from NWO pre 2021 calls:
Publish green Open Access by depositing the submitted version in the TU/e institutional repository.

Other funding: Publish your work behind the paywall & deposit the Author Accepted Manuscript in the TU/e repository or make use of the Taverne amendment to copyright law.

Open access opportunities depend on the research funder requirements
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Your journal is a subscription only journal.
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